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Ebola Patient in Texas Presbytarian Hospital
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Project Background

I Public health system (PHS):
I network of state and federal, public and private sector

agencies, institutions, and individuals, whose
I goal is to foster societal conditions improving people’s health.

I Emergency preparedness and response are fundamental PHS
functions.

I Each interdependent agent is directed by and accountable to
independent sets of federal, state or local laws and regulations.

I U.Pitt Public Health policy analysts:
I use a combination of manually encoded data and network

diagrams to
I represent and compare how states’ laws facilitate (or frustrate)

each state’s public health system’s ability to plan for and
respond to public health emergencies.
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Integrated Statutory Network & IR Tools

LEgal Network Analyzer (LENA)

I http://tex.stackexchange.com/q/20800/5701

I tool creates network diagrams of legally directed relationships
between PHS agents as mandated by federal or state law

I applies network analysis to relationships est. by state law
I compares, visually and quantitatively, similarly-purposed legal

systems across states
I covers public health preparedness laws from 12 U.S. states

and federal government
Alaska (AK), California (CA), Florida (FL), Kansas (KS), Maryland

(MD), New York (NY), North Dakota (ND), Ohio (OH), Pennsylvania

(PA), Rhode Island (RI), Texas (TX), and Wisconsin (WI).

I laws numerically coded for use with network diagrams

Emergency Law Database (ELDB)
I http://www.phasys.pitt.edu/default.aspx

I searchable DB of full texts of relevant emergency laws
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Statutory Network Diagrams

I Network diagrams = graphs of agent nodes connected by
arrows each representing an interaction prescribed by law.

I Arrow’s direction denotes the active agent vs. the receiving
agent.

I Once statutes are coded, network diagrams can be created
I automatically using a database of coded statutory data and
I generic graph layout program

I Diagram arrows serve as index into ELDB of statutes that
direct interaction between two agents.
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Manually coding state statutes (Public Health Emergency)
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I In the statutes of interest:
I certain actor agents in a

state’s public health system
I are directed with some level of

prescription to perform
I certain actions with respect to
I certain receiver agents to

achieve
I specified goals and purposes

with respect to
I certain emergency/disaster

types
I in a particular timeframe

under certain conditions.

I Coding concepts:

1. Citation
2. Public Health Agent actor
3. Prescription
4. Action
5. Goal
6. Purpose
7. Emergency/Disaster Type
8. Public Health Agent—receiver
9. Conditions

10. Timeframe



Example
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35 Pa.S. § 521.11. Persons refusing to
submit to treatment for venereal diseases,
tuberculosis or any other communicable
disease
(a.1) If the secretary or any local health
officer finds that any person who is infected
with venereal disease, tuberculosis or any
other communicable disease in a
communicable stage refuses to submit to
treatment approved by the department or by
a local board or department of health, the
secretary or his representative or the local
medical health officer may cause the person
to be isolated in an appropriate institution
designated by the department or by the
local board or department of health for
safekeeping and treatment until the disease
has been rendered non-communicable.

PHE Coded as:

I Citation: 35 Pa.S. 521.11(a.1)

I Public Health Agent (actor): state
2(12(2)) or local governmental public
health officer 2(12(4))

I Prescription: may 3(1)

I Action: order 4(38)

I Goal: the isolation 5(48)

I Purpose: in response 6(2)

I Emergency/Disaster Type: an infectious
disease emergency 7(13)

I Public Health Agent (receiver): someone
who is ill 8(27FN120)

I Conditions: when the person refuses
medical treatment 9(46) and is suspected
of having TB 9(126) or a communicable
disease 9(25).

I Timeframe: The person can be isolated
until the disease is no longer
communicable 10(46).



Texas Reporting Network
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Texas Reporting Network (cont.)

I LENA network diagram visually shows legally directed network
of agents under Texas law for epidemic emergencies involving
infectious diseases.

I Circular nodes represent agents in PHS.
I Node size correlates with how central agent is in network

I Proportional to in-strength (as acting agent) and out-strength
(as partnering agent).

I Governmental Public Health is high-strength agent to in- /
out-strength.

I Isolated agent: no legally directed function in network (e.g.,
Transit).

I Edge connecting agents shows the law(s) that direct action
between two agents.

I Blue lines: unilateral legal directives (i.e., law(s) direct one
agent to perform a function with a partner agent).

I Red lines: bidirectional legal directives (i.e., acting agent is
directed to perform function(s) with partner a. and vice versa).

I Line thickness: strength of connection between the two agents
(thicker ties mean more legal directives require interaction).
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Statutory Task Network Diagram Measures
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Comparing Agents’ Centrality across States
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Visually Comparing States’ Networks
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What Happened at TX Presbyterian Hosp. Emerg. Room?

I 9/25/2014: Thomas E. Duncan (TED) presented to
Emergency Dpt. (ED) of TX Presbyterian Hospital in Dallas.

I Triage nurse recorded TED’s chief complaint:
I “abdominal pain, dizziness, nausea and headache (new onset),

temperature of 100.1F”,
I but obtaining patient’s travel history not in protocol.

I Later, primary RN asked TED’s travel history:
I “came from Africa 9/20/14.”

I Despite electronic health record (EHR) prompt:
I travel info not verbally communicated to physician.
I TED discharged with diagnosis of sinusitis and abdominal pain.

I 9/28/2014: TED readmitted to hospital
I Unclear when/how Texas Dept. of State Health Services

notified that TED’s symptoms consistent with Ebola.
I Acc. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
I 10/8/2014: TED first person to die on U.S soil from Ebola.

I Texas Presbyterian Hospital isolated TED
I sent specimens for testing to CDC’s Laboratory Response Net.
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Texas Reporting Network
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Use LENA and ELDB to Analyze Legal Reporting Req.

I Query: “What Texas laws require interaction between hospitals and
governmental public health entities?”

I Governmental Public Health (GPH) is most central agent in Texas
epidemic emergency network.

I Red link between GPH and Hospitals indicates some functions instigated
by GPH, others by Hospitals.

I “Click link” between agents: 119 laws cited in the Emergency Law DB.
I Under 25 TAC 97.8, Commissioner of Health and Health Authority may

investigate causes of infectious diseases and verify diagnoses.

I Info re diseases must be given to patient but not req. to share with hosp.

I Narrow search w/ terms: “reportable” & “diseases”: 24 cit., 3 relevant:
I 25 TAC 97.2, 97.3 and 97.4.
I Require Texas hospitals notify local or regional health department

immediately after identifying case of Viral Hemorrhagic Fever.

I 25 TAC 97.3 refers hospitals to Dept. of State Health Service’s website

for further guidance.

I No Texas laws mandate healthcare providers verbally share info re travel
history of a patient or require to delve into patient’s point of origin.

I None of 24 citations directed communication from GPH to hospitals re
ongoing health alert (such as Ebola).
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Related Applications of Network Analysis

I Network analysis (NA) for:
I cit. patterns (Bommarito & Katz 2010, Mazzega et al. 2009)
I NA for e-discovery (Henseler 2010)
I NA for corpus-based inferences about legal regulations.
I (Hoekstra 2013; Szöke 2013; Gultemen & van Engers 2013):

“What is the most important or influential regulation in the
Netherlands?”

I Integrate NA in legal IR:
I (Zhang, et al. 2013): “Should 13-year-olds own a vehicle?”
I (Mimouni, et al. 2013): “Which orders talk about abnormally

annoying noise and make reference to decrees talking about
soundproofing?”

I (Winkels & Boer 2013): “Given user’s selected legal article,
what context of laws would be relevant?”

I (Ashley, et al. 2014): “What regulations establish the
reporting relationships between GPH agencies and hospitals?”

I (Sweeney, et al. 2013): ‘‘How do TX and PA PHS compare re
reporting requirements between GPH agencies and hospitals?”

I (Savelka, et al. Jurix 2014; Grabmair, et al. 2011)
18



Network Analysis Wrap-up

I Legal Network Analyzer (LENA) and the Emergency Law
Database (ELDB)

I Network analysis provides measures for and visualizations of
complex patterns in systems of statutes (e.g., emergency and
preparedness laws.)

I Supplements network analysis with statutory IR.
I Facilitates interpretation and comparison by non-lawyers and

policy analysts.
I Example: investigate communication lapse in Texas hospital

I Discover lack of legal directive specifying that GPH agency
should notify hospitals re infectious disease alert.

I LENA/ELDB techniques appropriate for comparing similarly
purposed systems of statutes across jurisdictions.

I Limitations
1. LENA is a complement to—rather than a substitute

for—traditional legal analysis.
2. Statutes undergo frequent revision

I Snapshot of states’ disease response networks.

3. Actual agents’ conduct not necessarily reflective of legal
requirements.19
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Task Description (manual)

1. Set of candidate statutory texts is retrieved on basis of
predefined set of search queries from legal IR system.

2. Expert human annotators go through texts and identify
relevant spans, i.e. parts containing relevant legal norms.

3. Each relevant span is represented as numeric code following
guidelines provided in codebook (citation and 9 descriptors).[29]

NOTE: 95% confidence interval for average inter-annotator agreement for all tasks

was reported as (63.1%, 74.9%).

21
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Problem
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Problem
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Task Description (automated)

I In our work we perform described tasks automatically, i.e.:

1. We transform textual data into feature vectors.
2. We classify vectors in terms of relevance for PHS analysis.
3. We classify vectors in terms of each of nine code categories.
4. We evaluate performance of our system with respect to labels

created by expert annotators (treated as gold standard).

I In prior work data sparsity was recognized as key element
limiting performance.

I We decided to focus on use of data from other jurisdictions as
one possible way to mitigate problem of data sparsity.

I Currently, we have developed a framewrok for transfer of text
classification models among different jurisdictions.
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Related Work (AI & Law)

1. Classification of legal norms in terms of type.[4], [9], [11], [12], [14]

We classify texts as containing, e.g., obligation (‘must’), permission

(‘may’) or prohibition (‘must not’).

2. Classification of legal literature and legislative texts with
hierarchically organized topics.[13], [19]

Closely related to classification of the texts in terms of relevance.

3. Rule-based techniques for extraction of specific
elements.[4], [11], [12], [14], [25], [26]

We mine texts for presence of similar elements.

4. Classification of EU documents with terms from
EuroVoc.[5], [8], [21], [22]

Close to mining texts for specific topical and functional information.

25

[4] Biagioli et al. 2005, [5] Boella 2012, [8] Daudaravicius 2012, [9] de Maat & Winkels 2007,
[11] Francesconi et al. 2010, [12] Francesconi 2009, [13] Francesconi & Peruginelli 2008,

[14] Francesconi & Passerini 2007, [19] Opsomer et al. 2009, [21] Pouliquen 2003,

[22] Steinberger 2012, [25] Winkels & Hoekstra 2012, [26] Wyner & Peters 2011



Related Work (Transfer Learning)

I Transfer learning, in contrast to traditional ML framework,
allows the domains, tasks, and distributions used in training
and testing to be different.

I Transfer learning aims to extract the knowledge from one or
more source tasks and applies the knowledge to a target task.

26
[20] Pan & Yang 2010; [10] Evgeniou & Pontil 2004



Prior Work

1. Detailed exposition of network analysis tools and techniques
used on collected data.[23] Sweeney et al. 2014, [2] Ashley et al. 2014

I Aim of our work is to support data collection and hence
improve presented tools and techniques.

2. Initial attempt to extract semantic information from
Pennsylvania public health provisions.[16] Grabmair et al. 2011

I Done with subset of Pennsylvania data.
I Established that supervised ML approach outperforms

traditional techniques based on key-word search.
I Identified problem of data sparsity which we address here.

3. Initial attempt to use texts from one state for classification of
statutory provisions from another state.[24] Savelka et al. 2014

I Our analysis show that two states can be considered as related
domains.
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Comparison of Similar PA and FL Provisions
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35 P.S. § P.S. 7110.502(1) Fla. Stat. § 262.60(3)

HEALTH AND SAFETY MILITARY AFFAIRS AND RELATED MATTERS

RADIATION PROTECTION ACT EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

RADIATION EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM GENERAL PROVISIONS

Response Program Radiological emergency preparedness

In conjunction with the department, the agency shall develop a
Radiation Emergency Response Program for incorporation into
the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Plan developed by
the agency pursuant to Title 35 of the Pennsylvania Consoli-
dated Statutes (relating to health and safety). Any volunteer
organizations which are incorporated into the Radiation Emer-
gency Response Program developed under the authority of this
act shall be consulted prior to such incorporation. The Radi-
ation Emergency Response Program shall include an assess-
ment of potential nuclear accidents or incidents, the radiolog-
ical consequences and necessary protective measures required
to mitigate the effects of such accidents or incidents. The
program shall include, but not be limited to:

Emergency response plans. –In addition to the other plans
required by this chapter, the division shall develop, prepare,
test, and implement as needed, in conjunction with the ap-
propriate counties and the affected operator, such radiologi-
cal emergency response plans and preparedness requirements
as may be imposed by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or the Federal Emergency Management Agency
as a requirement for obtaining or continuing the appropriate
licenses for a commercial nuclear electric generating facility.

Development of a detailed fixed nuclear emergency response
plan for areas surrounding each nuclear electrical generation
facility, nuclear fuel fabricator and away-from-reactor storage
facility. The term ”areas” shall be deemed to mean the emer-
gency response zone designated by the NRC Emergency Re-
sponse Plan applicable to each such fixed nuclear facility.

Emergency Management [Active agent: 6] of the State [Active
agent subset: 2] must [Prescription: 2] prepare [Action: 1] a
plan [Goal: 1] for emergency preparedness [Goal: 1] and emer-
gency response [Goal: 2] for an event of nuclear radiological
emergency [Emergency type: 7].

Emergency Management [Active agent: 6] of the State [Active
agent subset: 2] must [Prescription: 2] prepare [Action: 1],
test [Action: 64] and activate [Action: 60] a plan [Goal: 1]
and standards [Goal: 124] for emergency preparedness [Goal:
1] and emergency response [Goal: 2] for an event of nuclear
radiological emergency [Emergency type: 7] in cooperation
with businesses/employers [Passive agent: 1].
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Source Data
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Feature Generation Cascading Pipeline
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Partitioning into Subtrees

I Statutory documents are (in comparison to other types of
documents) well structured.

I Document can be viewed as a tree graph with given spans of
text as nodes and sub-part relations as edges.

I We need to divide each statutory text into smaller parts that
could be referred via citations.
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Partitioning into Subtrees

Fla. Stat. §101.62
Florida Annotated Statutes
TITLE 9. ELECTORS AND ELECTIONS (Chs. 97-107)
CHAPTER 101. VOTING METHODS AND
PROCEDURE
Fla. Stat. §101.62 (2010)
§101.62. Request for absentee ballots
(1) (a) The supervisor shall accept a request for an
absentee ballot from an elector in person or in writing.
One request shall be deemed sufficient to receive an
absentee ballot for all elections through the next regularly
scheduled general election, unless the elector or the
elector’s designee indicates at the time the request is
made the elections for which the elector desires to receive
an absentee ballot. Such request may be considered
canceled when any first-class mail sent by the supervisor
to the elector is returned as undeliverable.
(b) The supervisor may accept a written or telephonic
request for an absentee ballot from the elector, or, if
directly instructed by the elector, a member of the
elector’s immediate family, or the elector’s legal guardian.
For purposes of this section, the term ”immediate family”
has the same meaning as specified in paragraph (4)(b).
The person making the request must disclose:
1. The name of the elector for whom the ballot is
requested.
2. The elector’s address.
3. The elector’s date of birth.
4. The requester’s name.
5. The requester’s address.
6. The requester’s driver’s license number, if available.
7. The requester’s relationship to the elector.
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Resulting Data Set
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Selected Properties of Data Sets

state # statutes # text units # relevant # codes

AK 135 1965 331 386

CA 1174 19857 2296 2712

FL 464 16618 1033 1476

KS 304 5003 713 1190

MD 248 7593 687 760

ND 208 3114 458 656

PA 808 10882 1665 1873

TX 811 30474 1462 1712

I The individual text units are stored in XML files (one for each
state).

I These files are the starting point for all of our experiments.

I There are 18,998 unique terms/lemmas (i.e., features) after
stop-words removal.
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Selected Histograms of Label Distributions
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Framework: Data Sets

At minimum, framework assumes existence of labeled dataset
Dtrain = 〈Xtrain,Ytrain〉 ∈ Dtarget

In addition, there may be an arbitrary number of labeled datasets
Daux = 〈Xaux ,Yaux〉 ∈ Daux ∼ Dtarget

Goal is to train f (·) which performs well on unseen x (i)
test ∈ Dtarget .

Framework uses Daux to train f (·) which performs better than
predictive function trained on Dtrain only.

Underlying idea is to train a number of different fi (·) on different
Di and decide about their usefulness in particular contexts.
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Framework: Predictive Models

Framework does not rely on a specific model of f (·).

For different datasets different models or combination of models
may be used.

Instead of actual prediction for x (i)
test probability distribution over

label space is used.

Therefore, f (·) should be capable of providing probability
distribution (or at least some score for each possible yj).

f (x (i)
test)→ 〈p(y1), p(y2), . . . , p(ym)〉

40



Framework: Training

We train a predictive function ftrain(·) on Dtrain.

In addition, we train f
(i)
aux(·) for each available D(i)

aux .

Next we generate accuracy matrix:

A =


a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,n

a2,1 ai ,j · · · a2,n
...

...
. . .

...
am,1 am,2 · · · am,n


where

ai ,j =
1

n

n∑
k=1

[
f (i)(x (k)) = j

]
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Framework: Prediction

First, we generate a prediction matrix:

P(x (k)) =


p1,1 p1,2 · · · p1,n

p2,1 pi ,j · · · p2,n
...

...
. . .

...
pm,1 pm,2 · · · pm,n


We can perform element-wise multiplication of A and P(x (k)) to
obtain confidence matrix for x (k):

C (x (k)) = A� P(x (k)) =

 a1,1 × p1,1 · · · a1,n × p1,n
...

. . .
...

am,1 × pm,1 · · · am,n × pm,n


Each ai ,j × pi ,j can be understood as our confidence that x (k)

should be labeled with class j emulated by fi (·).
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Experiments

We generate following data sets:

D(i)
train = 〈X (i)

train,Y
(i)
train〉 (100 times)

D(i)
test = 〈X (i)

test ,Y
(i)
test〉 (100 times)

D(i)
aux = 〈X (i)

aux ,Y
(i)
aux〉 (# of auxiliary states)

For each task we conduct 8 related experiments:
(AK, MD, TX, KS, CA, ND, PA)
(KS, PA, AK, ND, CA, TX, MD)
(PA, CA, ND, MD, AK, TX, KS)

In related experiments there are 100 runs for first and eighth
experiments and 300 runs for other experiments.

Experiments show how performance changes as we use more D(i)
aux .
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Training and Test Set Vectorization

We create vectorized data sets X n×m with rows as documents and
columns as terms by setting each entry of matrix to:

weight(t, d ,D) = tf (t, d) ∗ log(idf (t,D))

t: term
d : document
D: document collection
tf (t, d): number of occurrences of t in d
idf (t,D): number of d ∈ D over number of d ∈ D containing t

Each x (i) ∈ X n×m is vector with m dimensions, where m is number
of unique terms that occur in document collection.

Each x (i) ∈ X n×m is referrenced with unique citation connecting
vector to text unit from which it originates.
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Evaluation Metrics

Precision
Ratio of correctly retrieved instances over all instances that were
retrieved.

Recall
Ratio of correctly retrieved instances over all instances that should
have been retrieved.

F1 Measure
Harmonic mean of precision and recall where both measures are
treated as equally important.
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P(f (·),D) =

n∑
i=1

∣∣f (x (i)) ∩ y (i)
∣∣∣∣f (x (i))

∣∣

R(f (·),D) =

n∑
i=1

∣∣f (x (i)) ∩ y (i)
∣∣∣∣y (i)

∣∣

F1(P(f (·),D),R(f (·),D)) =
2 ∗ P(·) ∗ R(·)
P(·) + R(·)



Results (F1-measure)
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Florida Maryland

task 0aux 1aux 2aux 3aux 4aux 5aux 6aux 7aux 0aux 1aux 2aux 3aux 4aux 5aux 6aux 7aux

AA .43 .45 .45 .46 .47 .47 .48 .48 .42 .44 .45 .47 .48 .50 .50 .51
PR .78 .80 .81 .82 .82 .82 .82 .82 .86 .89 .89 .89 .89 .90 .90 .90
AC .21 .22 .23 .24 .24 .25 .26 .26 .24 .25 .26 .26 .27 .27 .28 .28
GL .25 .27 .28 .28 .29 .29 .30 .30 .27 .29 .30 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33
PP .67 .70 .71 .71 .72 .72 .72 .72 .74 .77 .78 .78 .78 .78 .79 .79
ET .78 .79 .79 .79 .80 .80 .79 .80 .73 .76 .76 .77 .77 .77 .78 .78
RA .30 .30 .31 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33 .30 .30 .31 .31 .31 .32 .32 .32
CN .62 .66 .67 .67 .67 .67 .67 .67 .58 .63 .63 .63 .64 .63 .64 .64
TF .80 .81 .82 .83 .83 .83 .83 .83 .81 .83 .84 .84 .84 .84 .85 .85
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Comparison to Prior Work
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task +0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7

AA P .42 .42 .42 .42 .43 .43 .43 .43

R .45 .44 .44 .45 .45 .45 .45 .45

F .43 .43 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44 .44

PP P .66 .66 .66 .66 .66 .66 .66 .66

R .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70

F .67 .68 .68 .68 .68 .68 .68 .68

ET P .78 .79 .79 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80

R .79 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80 .81 .81

F .78 .79 .79 .80 .80 .80 .80 .80

task +0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7

AA P .42 .42 .42 .42 .42 .41 .42 .42

R .45 .48 .50 .52 .54 .55 .56 .57

F .43 .45 .45 .46 .47 .47 .48 .48

PP P .66 .65 .64 .65 .65 .64 .64 .64

R .70 .75 .78 .80 .81 .82 .83 .84

F .67 .70 .71 .71 .72 .72 .72 .72

ET P .78 .76 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75

R .79 .82 .84 .84 .84 .85 .85 .86

F .78 .79 .79 .79 .80 .80 .79 .80

AA PP ET
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0.6
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Improvement Example

task Manual 0aux 1aux 2-5aux 6aux 7aux

AA 26 20 26 26 26 26

26

PR 2 1 1 1 2 2

2 2

AC 21 43 21 21 21 21

48 43 48 48 48

48

GL 1 50 50 50 50 50

PP 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2 2

4 4 4 4 4 4

ET 5 5 5 5 5 5

19 19 19 19 19

RA 20 20 20 20 20 20

CN 0 7 7 0 0 0

29 29

30 30

40 40

41 41

TF 0 0 0 0 0 0

P 1 .56 .59 .78 .83 .83

R 1 .5 .78 .89 .89 .89

F1 1 .53 .67 .83 .86 .86
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Future Work

I Implement similar framework for the relevance task.

I Experiment with techniques to handle imbalanced and sparse
data sets, e.g. SMOTE.[7] Chawla et al. 2002

I Experiment with overlay framework for multi-dimensional
classification.[3] Batal et al. 2013

I Generate richer text representation (automatic annotation).

I Experiment with learning tasks simultaneously (multi-task
learning).[10] Evgeniou & Pontil 2004

I Experiment with other transfer learning
techniques.[20] Pan & Yang 2010

I Utilize existing knowledge:
I codebook[29] Codebook [online]

I tables of corresponding agents from different states
I data generated by network analysis
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Conclusions

I We have presented framework for transfer of text
categorization models among different US state jurisdictions.

I Performance of most classifiers gradually improve as we use
models from increasing number of states.

I Relatedness of domains as well as tasks we deal with was
confirmed.

I Possible way to deal with data sparsity was further explored
and confirmed as promising.

I The framework’s potential benefits are not limited to context
of United States.
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Thank you!

Questions, comments and suggestions are welcome now
or any time at jas438@pitt.edu.



Gap between text and codes

61

35 Pa.S. § 521.11. Persons refusing to
submit to treatment for venereal diseases,
tuberculosis or any other communicable
disease
(a.1) If the secretary or any local health
officer finds that any person who is infected
with venereal disease, tuberculosis or any
other communicable disease in a
communicable stage refuses to submit to
treatment approved by the department or by
a local board or department of health, the
secretary or his representative or the local
medical health officer may cause the person
to be isolated in an appropriate institution
designated by the department or by the
local board or department of health for
safekeeping and treatment until the disease
has been rendered non-communicable.

PHE Coded as:

I Citation: 35 Pa.S. 521.11(a.1)

I Public Health Agent (actor): state
2(12(2)) or local governmental public
health officer 2(12(4))

I Prescription: may 3(1)

I Action: order 4(38)

I Goal: the isolation 5(48)

I Purpose: in response 6(2)

I Emergency/Disaster Type: an infectious
disease emergency 7(13)

I Public Health Agent (receiver): someone
who is ill 8(27FN120)

I Conditions: when the person refuses
medical treatment 9(46) and is suspected
of having TB 9(126) or a communicable
disease 9(25).

I Timeframe: The person can be isolated
until the disease is no longer
communicable 10(46).



Narrow the Gap between Text and Codes
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35 Pa.S. § 521.11. Persons refusing to
submit to treatment for venereal diseases,
tuberculosis or any other communicable
disease
(a.1) If the secretary or any local health
officer finds that any person who is infected
with venereal disease, tuberculosis or any
other communicable disease in a
communicable stage refuses to submit to
treatment approved by the department or by
a local board or department of health, the
secretary or his representative or the local
medical health officer may cause the person
to be isolated in an appropriate institution
designated by the department or by the
local board or department of health for
safekeeping and treatment until the disease
has been rendered non-communicable.

PHE Coded as:

I 1: 35 Pa.S. 521.11(a.1)

I If ... person who is infected with ...
communicable disease 9(126) 9(25)
... refuses to submit to treatment
9(46) 7(13) ..., the secretary or his
representative 2(12(2)) or the local
medical health officer 2(12(4)) may
3(1) cause 4(38) the person
8(27FN120) to be isolated 5(48) in
an appropriate institution designated
by the department or by the local
board or department of health for
safekeeping and treatment 6(2) until
the disease has been rendered
non-communicable 10(46).



Intro to UIMA and Type Systems

I UIMA, an open-source Apache framework used in IBM’s
Watson question answering system (aka DeepQA).

I A UIMA pipeline is an assemblage of integrated text
annotators.

I The annotators are:
I a scalable set of cooperating software programs which assign

semantics to some region of text, and
I analyze text and produce annotations or assertions about the

text.

I A coordinated, hierarchical type system:
I serves as the basis of communication among these annotators
I embodies a formalization of the annotators’ analysis input and

output data.
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Leveraging language features to narrow the gap

I Directly applying the PHE coding scheme is too coarse.
I Hence, first annotate plain language of provisions in:

I General linguistic features (e.g., parse trees, semantic roles,
logical features.)

I Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA)

I Public-Health-law-specific features (i.e., types) (e.g., agents,
actions)

I Legal UIMA (LUIMA)

I Then apply the PHE coding.
I Underlying UIMA/LUIMA annotations will maximize

applicability of PHE coding across states’ public health
emergency laws.

I ML can learn to associate different ways of phrasing with the
PHE & LUIMA concepts.
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Example
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Example: Annotate Premise, Consequent
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Example: Premise Annotation
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Example: Consequent Annotation
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LUIMA Retrieval Pipeline

Integrated pipeline of open-source UIMA (Unstructured
Information Management Architecture) SW components that:

1. takes full-text legal decisions re scientific evidence of causation,

2. extracts syntactic and argument-related semantic and pragmatic
(contextual/discourse) information, and

3. uses it to improve IR precision, report extracted arguments, and
suggest new evidence and arguments.
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Sample LUIMA Annotation
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Improvement in Multi-jurisdictional Experiment

71

PA→PA FL→PA FL+PA→PA FL→FL PA→FL FL+PA→FL

Relevance F: 0.72 F: 0.54 F: 0.73 F: 0.52 F: 0.35 F: 0.54

P: 0.75 P: 0.62 P: 0.77 P: 0.62 P: 0.27 P: 0.55

R: 0.70 R: 0.47 R: 0.69 R: 0.45 R: 0.50 R: 0.52

Act. agent A: 0.49 A: 0.30 A: 0.52 A: 0.36 A: 0.25 A: 0.44

Prescription A: 0.76 A: 0.72 A: 0.77 A: 0.77 A: 0.75 A: 0.75

Action A: 0.29 A: 0.23 A: 0.30 A: 0.23 A: 0.18 A: 0.24

Goal A: 0.32 A: 0.17 A: 0.32 A: 0.20 A: 0.16 A: 0.25

Purpose A: 0.59 A: 0.53 A: 0.61 A: 0.58 A: 0.61 A: 0.62

Emg. Type A: 0.78 A: 0.69 A: 0.80 A: 0.76 A: 0.72 A: 0.77

Rec. agent A: 0.36 A: 0.25 A: 0.35 A: 0.25 A: 0.25 A: 0.28

Time frame A: 0.84 A: 0.81 A: 0.85 A: 0.80 A: 0.78 A: 0.80

Condition A: 0.77 A: 0.68 A: 0.75 A: 0.65 A: 0.65 A: 0.67
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Transfer Framework: Complete Results
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Florida Maryland

task 0aux 1aux 2aux 3aux 4aux 5aux 6aux 7aux 0aux 1aux 2aux 3aux 4aux 5aux 6aux 7aux

AA P .42 .42 .42 .42 .42 .41 .42 .42 .41 .41 .41 .42 .43 .44 .44 .44

R .45 .48 .50 .52 .54 .55 .56 .57 .44 .48 .51 .53 .55 .58 .59 .60

F .43 .45 .45 .46 .47 .47 .48 .48 .42 .44 .45 .47 .48 .50 .50 .51

PR P .77 .75 .75 .76 .76 .75 .76 .76 .86 .86 .85 .85 .86 .87 .87 .87

R .79 .86 .89 .89 .89 .90 .89 .90 .87 .92 .93 .94 .93 .93 .93 .93

F .78 .80 .81 .82 .82 .82 .82 .82 .86 .89 .89 .89 .89 .90 .90 .90

AC P .21 .21 .22 .23 .23 .23 .24 .24 .22 .23 .23 .23 .23 .24 .24 .24

R .21 .22 .24 .25 .26 .27 .28 .29 .26 .27 .29 .30 .31 .32 .33 .34

F .21 .22 .23 .24 .24 .25 .26 .26 .24 .25 .26 .26 .27 .27 .28 .28

GL P .25 .25 .26 .27 .27 .27 .27 .28 .26 .27 .28 .28 .28 .28 .29 .29

R .25 .28 .30 .30 .31 .32 .32 .33 .28 .32 .34 .35 .36 .37 .38 .38

F .25 .27 .28 .28 .29 .29 .30 .30 .27 .29 .30 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33

PP P .66 .65 .64 .65 .65 .64 .64 .64 .73 .72 .71 .71 .71 .71 .71 .71

R .70 .75 .78 .80 .81 .82 .83 .84 .75 .83 .86 .86 .88 .88 .89 .89

F .67 .70 .71 .71 .72 .72 .72 .72 .74 .77 .78 .78 .78 .78 .79 .79

ET P .78 .76 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .73 .74 .73 .74 .74 .74 .74 .74

R .79 .82 .84 .84 .84 .85 .85 .86 .73 .79 .80 .81 .81 .81 .82 .82

F .78 .79 .79 .79 .80 .80 .79 .80 .73 .76 .76 .77 .77 .77 .78 .78

RA P .30 .31 .31 .32 .32 .32 .33 .33 .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .31 .31 .31

R .29 .30 .30 .31 .32 .33 .33 .34 .30 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33 .34 .34

F .30 .30 .31 .31 .32 .32 .33 .33 .30 .30 .31 .31 .31 .32 .32 .32

CN P .62 .63 .63 .63 .63 .63 .63 .63 .57 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .58

R .63 .69 .71 .72 .72 .72 .72 .72 .60 .68 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70

F .62 .66 .67 .67 .67 .67 .67 .67 .58 .63 .63 .63 .64 .63 .64 .64

TF P .78 .79 .78 .78 .78 .78 .78 .78 .79 .79 .80 .79 .79 .79 .79 .79

R .81 .84 .87 .88 .88 .89 .89 .89 .82 .87 .89 .90 .90 .90 .90 .91

F .80 .81 .82 .83 .83 .83 .83 .83 .81 .83 .84 .84 .84 .84 .85 .85
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